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One question is often asked when it comes to medicine: How 
should it develop? Where should it go? In this editorial I will report 
on the work-in-progress from our group, as I feel it this analysis might 
be useful for national health care planners, universities making 10-year 
plans for teaching etc. in spite of not being perfect. A more final analysis 
will hopefully soon be published.

Please allow me first to suggest that the five major categories of CAM 
used by NCCAM are reorganized into a 10-class system for evidence-
based medicine in general [1], as the viewpoint often presented in JAMA 
that CAM seems fair: CAM and drug-based medicine (biomedicine) 
must be one and integrated into a total medical system including all 
evidence-based medicine [2] (Table 1). 

Such a system allows us to examine, with some uncertainty, the 
cost-benefit and cost-efficiency of these 10 different types of evidence-
based medicine, so we can get an idea of where to go with medicine in 
the future. It seems relevant to look at the ration: Benefit to Harm (often 
called Therapeutic Value, or TV), the cost of the production of quality 
of life (QALY) and self-rated health (HALY). 

Now, let us look at cost-benefit for these different types of medicine. 
Today there are three major population health measures permitting 
morbidity and mortality to be simultaneously evaluated: QALYs 
(quality of life-adjusted life years), HALYs (health-adjusted life years) 
and DALYs (disability- adjusted life years). In this paper I will only 
estimate QALYs and HALYs. 

We need to estimate the general numbers and this is best done 

using meta analyses, preferably Cochrane reviews. It would be good to 
include estimates from the leading medical journals of typical numbers 
of NNTs and NNHs. But to make such a highest-level analysis where 
we look at all types of medicine for all clinical conditions we will need 
to simplify matters. 

The prize of pharmaceutical drugs can easily be calculated, i.e. from 
the Danish cost of drugs prescribed to more than two million chronic 
patients in Denmark using biomedicine. If the prize of CAM treatments 
also are set from Danish circumstances a year of therapy often is about 
20 session at a cost of around 2000€. (In developing countries the prize 
of drugs are often 50% of the Danish prizes but CAM is often a tenth). 
The calculation of QALY and HALY can be based on the knowledge on 
normal loss of quality of life and self-rated health when people get ill in 
Denmark. Results can be calculated based on estimate numbers with an 
uncertainty of ± 100%, 

As the biggest problem in medical research today is bias from 
economical interests, we should avoid sources that might be strongly 
biased, like RCTs from pharmaceutical industry, overoptimistic 
estimates in reviews from CAM-journals not represented in MedLine/
www.PubMed.gov etc. 

Actually the process of limiting bias has been our biggest problem 
in this work, forcing us to leaving out most of the sources often used 
in this type of analyses, like statistics made by public organs headed 
by people close to the pharmaceutical industry. Such statistics seems 
mostly to be extremely biased in favor of biomedicine. 

There are many fundamental problems in biomedicine I could have 
addressed to make this study more thorough; there are problems from 
the practical use of drugs with low compliance, wrong diagnosis, errors 
in prescriptions and overmedication; there are problems with the RCTs 
at its very roots making the NNT and NNH numbers from industrial 
testing difficult to trust, and even the best of estimates are after all based 
on numbers coming from the pharmaceutical industries use of the RCT 
in testing its products. So I know that we are only scratching the surface 
of the problems in this analysis. 
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1. Chemical medicine (biomedicine with bioactive molecules)
2. Chemical CAM (flower medicine, herbal medicine, diets, minerals, vitamins etc.)
3. Body-medicine (Low-energy types: massage, reflexology, physical therapy, 
physiotherapy, spa, sauna etc; High-energy times: chiropractics etc.)
4. Mind-medicine (psychotherapy-psychodynamic, cognitive, gestalt etc.-
psychoanalysis, meditation, no-touch sexology, couching, healing music)
5. Spirit-medicine (philosophical interventions, energy medicine, prayers, spiritual 
healing (i.e. Reichi), shamanism, spiritual CAM (i.e. crystal healing) etc.)
6. Mind-body medicine (acupuncture, acupressure, homeopathy, manual sexology, 
body-psychotherapy, Reichian bodywork, Rosen therapy, ergo therapy etc.)
7. Body-spirit medicine (prayer involving physical activity like in Tibetan Buddhist-
style meditation, pilgrimage etc.)
8. Holistic body-mind-spirit medicine-including existential therapy (holistic 
medicine, clinical medicine, clinical holistic medicine, holistic body-psychotherapy, 
holistic bodywork, the sexological examination, holistic mind-body medicine, 
biodynamic body-psychotherapy, tantric bodywork and massage, holistic
sexology, Native American rituals). 
9. Chemical-body-mind-spirit medicine (shamanism with peyote, Ayuhuasca,
magic mushrooms, Grof’s LSD-psychotherapy etc.) 
10. Social and environmental medicine (coaching, work-related personal
development programs, stress management, leadership training, gardening,
aesthetic architecture, Feng Shui etc

Table 1: Classification of medicine (including CAM and biomedicine) into 10 
principal classes, Class 1 and 2 are chemical medicines; 3-10 are informational 
medicines.
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Based on the Cochrane library we have evaluated the benefit and 
harm from pharmaceutical drugs and the different CAM systems. We 
have looked at the likelihood to benefit using Number Needed to Treat 
(NNT), the likelihood to be harmed by the different adverse effects/
side effects by using Number Needed to treat to Harm (NNH), and 
the total likelihood to get one side effect/adverse reaction or adverse 
event (NNH total) and from this we have calculated the ratio “benefit 

While it for a long time, thanks to the many Cochrane reviews, has 
been easy to find NNT and NNH numbers for most pharmaceutical 
drugs, it has been more difficult to establish NNT and NNH numbers 
for the many different types of holistic and alternative medicine (CAM), 
and the relative harm of non-drug medicine had to be estimated from 
the number of reported cases in the literature [6]. Recently more than 
hundred Cochrane reviews have been made on a large number of 
CAM-types for a large number of clinical conditions, and NCCAM, the 
US research center for CAM, has published a number of reports on five 
major categories of CAM, allowing us for a far better estimate of NNHs 
and NNTs [7,8] (Table 2). As an example NCCAM has evaluated the 
number of patients treated every year in the US with massage therapy 
(therapeutic touch) and the number of patients experiencing significant 
side effects from such treatments; NCCAM found that 20,000,000 
adults and 700.000 children are treated every year with very few patients 
harmed [9], allowing us to estimate NNH>1,000,000 for massage and 
similar types of therapeutic touch. Of the 145 Cochrane reviews of 
CAM analyzed by “Committee on the Use of Complementary and 
Alternative Medicine by the American Public” (8) 38.4% of the reviews 
showed a positive or possibly positive (12.4%) effect. These Cochrane 
reviews documented typical NNTs of 2-30, depending on CAM type, 
and typical NNHs of 1000-1.000.000. Typical NNTs and NNHs for the 
10 types of evidence-based medicine are presented in (Table 2) [3,5]. 

Two things are especially interesting for patient: 1) How efficient is 
the medicine? This is best known from Number Needed to Treat (NNT) 
telling how likely it is that the patient will benefit from the treatment. 2) 
How harmful is the medicine. The absolute harm is important but even 

In general chemical medicine, whether biomedical drugs or CAM 

drugs, but it is a lot safer (Table 2) [3-11]. 

If you manipulate the biological informational system of the patient 
(for the scientific concept of biological information, [12]) instead of 
body chemistry, you seem to avoid side/adverse effects and adverse 
events. Some types of CAM have a low efficacy, but still the TV is 
high because of the relative safeness. Some types of CAM are both 
efficient and safe.  Holistic mind-body medicine seems to be as safe as 
other kinds of CAM but more efficient and there has the highest TV. 
Interestingly, there are adverse effects of the drugs traditionally used 
in shamanism [6], giving shamanistic medicine the lowest TV of all 
CAM treatments; but if you look at the cost during a 50 years life span, 
Shamanism ends up looking the best of all known treatments (Table 
3). As I do not want to return to Shamanism, I would like to give our 
tribute to the pre-modern medicine. Indigenous people often know 
much about medicine.  

The cost of different drugs and different CAM treatment varies 
a great deal. Within every class of evidence-based medicine there 
are expensive and cheap alternatives. I have found I fair to set both a 
pharmaceutical and a CAM treatment to 2000€ per year, knowing that 
praying is cheaper and cancer-chemotherapy is more expensive. If you 
know the NNT-number and the cost of one patient treated, you can 
find the cost for one patient cured (or at least treated successfully) by 
multiplying these numbers (Cost of one patient cured=NNT x yearly 
treatment cost) (Table 3). The next year the cured patients will not cost 
anything but the patient not cured will still cost the yearly treatment 
cost. In this way can I estimate the 10 and 50 years cost of one patient 

CAM class Short term effect Long term effect Side effects/adverse events Total risk of harm Therapeutic Value
(0-6 month) (6-24 month) TV=NNHtotal/NNT

NNT NNT NNH NNHtotal TV (6-24 month)
Class 1-Biomedicine (pharmaceuticals) 20 (5-50) 50 (5-100) 1-5 1-3 1-0.01
Class 2-CAM (Chemical CAM) ≥ 20 ≥ 50 25 (allergy) 25 0.5
Class 3a-CAM (Physical therapy, low-energy i.e. 
massage, therapeutic touch)

2-4 6 >1.000.000 >1.000.000 167.000

Class 3b-CAM (Physical therapy, high-energy i.e. 
chiropractic treatment)

2-4 6 1000

(fractures) 1000 167
Class 4-CAM (Psychotherapy)* 3 6 >1.000.000 >1.000.000 167.000
Class 5-CAM (Spiritual therapy) >10 >20 >1.000.000 >1.000.000 50.000
Class 6-CAM (Mind-Body medicine) 2 4 >1.000.000 >1.000.000 250.000
Class 7-CAM (Body-Spirit medicine) Not known Not known >1.000.000 >1.000.000 Not known
Class 8-CAM (Holistic mind-body medicine) 2 1-2** >1.000.000 >1.000.000 500.000-1.000.000
Class 9-CAM (Shamanism w. drugs etc.)*** 1 1 >1000 >1000 >1000
Class 10-CAM (Social   medicine) 1 10 >1.000.000 >1.000.000 100.000

*Some types of psychotherapy have short-term NNTs of 2-3 (STPP) and long term NNTs of 1-2 (LTPP) for mental, somatic and sexual health problems [3,10]. 
**The effect of clinical holistic medicine and similar medical systems seem to continue to increase though time [11]. NNT: Number Needed to Treat. NNH: Number Needed 
to Harm, NNHtotal: Total likelihood of getting one side effect/adverse effect or adverse event. TV: Therapeutic Value, which here means ratio of benefit to harm. For a treat-
ment to be of true value to patients, is must be efficient, with a low NNT number, and a high TV-number. 
***Adverse effects, mostly brief reactive psychoses, are only seen with mentally ill patients [6]. 

to harm” called the Therapeutic Value of the treatment (TV=NNHtotal/
NNT) [3-5], for the 10 different types of medicine (Table 2). 

more important is the ratio benefit to harm. Many patients will feel 
that a treatment is of therapeutic value if its advantages (statistically) 
dominate its disadvantages. The ratio benefit to harm is simplest 
expressed by the ratio TV=NNHtotal/NNT, where NNTtotal is the total 
likelihood of getting a side/adverse effect or adverse event. Typical 
values of HHNtotal and TV can also be found in Table 2. 

(herbs, aromatic oils, diet changes etc) have high NNHtotals and low 
TVs. The effect of chemical CAM seems to be less than pharmaceutical 

Table 2: Typical numbers for effect and harm, and the ration of benefit to harm for 10 classes of evidence-based medicine (NNTs, NNHs, NNHtotals and TVs) (estimated from 
Cochrane reviews of RCTs and from clinical studies with chronic patients [3-10].
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Continuous treatment (only stopped 
if the patients gets cured)

Number of patients harmed  
For one patient cured

Accumulated harm (number of patients harmed per patient cured)

Self-rated health per cured patient per cured patient   per cured patient
NNHtotal First year Year 10 Year 50

Medicine with drugs
Class 1-Chemical medicine 3 17 25 50
Class 2-CAM (Chemical CAM) 25 2 4 5
Non-drug CAM
Class 3a-CAM (Physical therapy, Low E) 1,000,000 0.000,01 0.000,1 0.001
Class 3b-CAM (Physical therapy, High E.) 1,000 0,002 0,01 0,1
Class 4-CAM (Psychotherapy) 1,000,000 0.000,01 0.000,1 0.001
Class 5-CAM (Spiritual therapy) 1,000,000 Not known Not known Not known
Class 6-CAM (Mind-Body medicine) 1,000,000 0.000,01 0.000,1 0.001
Class 7–CAM Body-Spirit medicine 1,000,000 Not known Not known Not known
Class 8-CAM (Holistic mind-body medicine) 1,000,000 0.000,01 0.000,1 0.001
Class 9-CAM (Shamanism w. drugs) 1,000 0.001 0.001 0.001
Class10-CAM (Social/environm. medicine) 1,000,000 0.000,01 0.000,1 0.001

Table 3: Accumulated harm through time (year one, ten and fifty) for 10 classes of evidence-based medicine-prize for one patient cured.

Continuous treatment (only stopped 
if the patients gets cured)

Cost per
patient-year

Accumulated cost (€)

per treated patient per cured patient   per cured patient   per cured patient
First year First year Year 10 Year 50

Medicine with drugs (chemical medicine)
Class 1-Chemical medicine1 2,000 ≥100,000 ≥200,000 ≥ 1,000,000
Class 2-CAM (Chemical CAM) 2,000 >100,000 > 200,000 > 1,000,000
Non-drug CAM (informational medicine)
Class 3-CAM (Physical therapy) 2,000 12,000 60,000 100,000
Class 4-CAM (Psychotherapy) 2,000 12,000 60,000 100,000
Class 5-CAM (Spiritual therapy) Not known Not known Not known Not known
Class 6-CAM (Mind-Body medicine) 2,000 8,000 30,000 50,000
Class 7–Body-Spirit medicine
Class 8-CAM (Holistic mind-body medicine) 2,000 5,000 10,000 20,000
Class 9-CAM (Shamanism w. drugs) 500 600 800 2,000
Class 10-CAM (Social/environm. medicine) 5.000 50.000 350.000 500.000

1Cost of biomedical examination, hospitalization, and treatment of adverse effects and events not included (estimated round numbers, see text) 
Table 4: Accumulated cost (number of patient with side effects/adverse effects and adverse events) for one patient cured through time (year one, ten and fifty) for 10 classes 
of evidence-based medicine.

Continuous treatment (only stopped 
if the patients gets cured)

QOL improvement
 from treatment (%)

  if successful

Prize of one QALY calculated from NNT
and accumulated cost (Table 3)

Global QOL per cured patient   per cured patient   per cured patient
First year Year 10 Year 50

Medicine with drugs (chemical medicine)
Class 1-Chemical medicine1 20% 500,000 ≥1,000,000 ≥ 5,000,000
Class 2-CAM (Chemical CAM) 20% >500,000 > 1,000,000 > 5,000,000
Non-drug CAM (informational medicine)
Class 3-CAM (Physical therapy) 20% 60,000 300,000 60,000
Class 4-CAM (Psychotherapy) 20% 60,000 300,000 60,000
Class 5-CAM (Spiritual therapy) 20% Not known Not known Not known
Class 6-CAM (Mind-Body medicine) 20% 40,000 180,000 40,000
Class 7–CAM Body-Spirit medicine 20% Not known Not known Not known
Class 8-CAM (Holistic mind-body medicine) 20% 25,000 50,000 10,000
Class 9-CAM (Shamanism w. drugs) 20% 3000 4000 800
Class 10-CAM (Social/environm. medicine) 20% 250.000 1,750.000 2,500.000

1Cost of biomedical examination, hospitalization, and treatment of adverse effects and events not included) (estimated round numbers, see text)
Table 5: Accumulated cost of one QALY (Quality of life-adjusted Life Year) through time (year one, ten and fifty) for 10 classes of evidence-based medicine.

cured (Table 4). If the NNT is very high, very few patients get cured and 
most become chronic patient. This is the case for pharmaceutical drugs 
so here the calculation is simple: The cost as times goes by is calculated 

as yearly cost X time. If all or most patients are cure in one or a few 
years, the calculation is similar simple: The total treatment cost is the 
one year treatment cost. When patients get better little by little, as in 
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psychotherapy, a more complicated estimate must be made, accounting 
for the current recovery of patients. Our estimates of all ten classes are 
found in Table 4. Due to lack of data I could not make estimates for 
Class 5 and 7. 

If there are many adverse effects and events these cost sick-days, 
hospitalization etc. I know that drugs are always poisonous to some 
extent, and that it is estimated that there are now 100,000 deaths a year 
in US hospitals directly caused by pharmaceutical drugs [13]. This is a 
huge cost but I have only included the direct cost to the drugs in our 
estimate. The true cost is likely to be several times larger. 

A popular effect measure is QALY, or Quality Adjusted Life Years. 
The idea is simple: Survival has in itself no value; if you survive but 
suffer to en extreme extent it might be better if the doctor had not 
saved you in the first place. The secure that the patient gets value 
for money, the cost per QALY must be calculated. As QOL of life in 
general is 20% lower for ill people than for healthy [14] I can make 
a simple estimate of cost/QALY, presented in Table 4. The principles 
of the estimate are simple: If a patient is cured right away and stays 
healthy, and would have become a chronic patient without treatment, 
the cost for one cured patient is multiplied with the time the patient’s 
health is improved. As very few patients are cured with biomedicine, 
the cost of one QALY becomes astronomic as the treatment continues 
for life without results-which is normally the case in Denmark where I 
have socialized biomedicine, free or very cheap for all chronic patients. 
On the other hand will a QALY-unit, with an efficient CAM cure, with 
normally has the extra plus that patients not only stays healthy but also 
improves health through time (as they have learned the basic principles 
for human development) as times go by be relatively cheaper. For every 
past year the quality of life and health is already paid, as shown in Table 
5. Interestingly one-session shamanistic healing is far the cheapest kind 
of medicine, presumably explaining its great popularity in almost all 
pre-modern cultures. In one-session healing you are normally taken 
unto a daylong journey of guided self-exploration where you come to 
understand how you make yourself ill by the way you life and look at 
things. It’s thus a life-style and philosophy of life intervention. From a 
theoretical point of view it might actually work.   

Instead of QALYs, WHO often recommend the use of HALYs (and 
DALYs), which is exactly the same, only with health (most often self-
rated health) instead of quality of life. I know that the strongest measure 

of health is self-rated health [15-18], and I also know that sick people 
experience there health very much the same way as they experience 
their quality of life [14] allowing us again to use a difference of 20% 
between healthy and ill people. This gives us Table 6, showing that 
mind-body medicine gives lots of health for the money, while chemical 
medicine and social medicine does not.  

The harm caused by the 10 different types of evidence-based 
medicine as times goes by has been estimated in Table 6. Patients using 
biomedicine for years without being cured, as is normally the case, 
are accumulating the harmful adverse effects and events caused by 
the pharmaceutical drugs. Non-drug CAM does not cause significant 
harm. The hallucinogenic drugs have some rare, but significant adverse 
effects but as shamanistic medicine is often very efficient with result 
that last for life due to increase self-awareness and self-insight, the harm 
inflicted over a life-span becomes similar to the level of harm inflicted 
by the other CAM systems, indicating that I might be more open to 
the potential benefits of pre-modern medicine and drug-induced one 
session healing, like Grof ’s LSD therapy [19]. 

For a society the most important thing is to choose a medicine that 
is affordable, which in general benefits the patients, without harming 
them. Table 3 shows the sad consequences of the large NNH and 

treatment often continues for life when the patient is not cured, the 
consequence is that almost every patient is harmed in the end, and 50 
patients are harmed for every single, chronic patient helped or cured. 
In Denmark over 2 million chronic patients out of a population of 5 
millions uses drugs for about 6 billion Euros pr. Year (or 2-3,000 EURO 
per chronically ill patient, confirming the prize of drugs used in Table 
4). It is clear for us that the same money spent on the most efficient 
types of non-drug CAM (group 3,4,6,8) would do immensely more for 
the populations health. 

As this is not new, one wonders why chemical medicine is so 
much used, and why mind-body medicine is not part of the official 
health system. One likely explanation is the close connection between 
pharmaceutical industry, the physicians and the public health system-
often called the “medico-industrial complex”. This system is often 
seen to actively work against CAM, repressing CAM researchers and 
effectively by all means keeping CAM out of the political scene [20].

Continuous treatment (only stopped 
if the patients gets cured)

Health improvement
 from treatment (%)

  if successful

Prize of one HALY calculated from NNT
and accumulated cost (Table 3)

Self-rated health per cured patient   per cured patient   per cured patient
First year Year 10 Year 50

Medicine with drugs
Class 1-Chemical medicine1 20% 500,000 ≥1,000,000 ≥ 5,000,000
Class 2-CAM (Chemical CAM) 20% >500,000 > 1,000,000 > 5,000,000
Non-drug CAM
Class 3-CAM (Physical therapy) 20% 60,000 300,000 60,000
Class 4-CAM (Psychotherapy) 20% 60,000 300,000 60,000
Class 5-CAM (Spiritual therapy) 20% Not known Not known Not known
Class 6-CAM (Mind-Body medicine) 20% 40,000 180,000 40,000
Class 7–CAM Body-Spirit medicine 20% Not known Not known Not known
Class 8-CAM (Holistic mind-body medicine) 20% 25,000 50,000 10,000
Class 9-CAM (Shamanism w. drugs) 20% 3000 4000 800
Class 10-CAM (Social/environm. medicine) 20% 250.000 1,750.000 2,500.000

1Cost of biomedical examination, hospitalization, and treatment of adverse effects and events not included) (estimated round numbers, see text)
Table 6: Accumulated cost of one HALY (Quality of life-adjusted Life Year) through time (year one, ten and fifty) for 10 classes of evidence-based medicine.

NNHtotal numbers of the chemical medicine in the long run. As one of 
three patients are harmed every year with pharmaceutical drugs, and 
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Drugs obviously turn patients into chronic patients instead of curing 
them. Half the population of the western world today is chronically 
ill, seemingly because of strong political and financial interests in 
biomedicine, leading to massive oppression of CAM in favor of drugs. 

The shift from drugs to CAM would improve health radically in 
the society and reduce the cost of healthcare to a small fraction. Strict 
laws should be introduced immediately in all countries to stop the 
pharmaceutical industry and its collaborates from promoting drugs 
without evidence of therapeutic value (the ratio benefits: harm larger 
being no less than 1) and long term effect and patient safety, and from 
repressing CAM.

Strong economical and political interest seem to control medicine 
in Denmark and many other countries, making the pharmaceutical 
drugs often used, in spite of better and safer alternative for almost all 
clinical conditions (for comprehensive lists of clinical conditions that 
can be helped or cured with mind-body medicine [3,10]). 

People who still doubt the reality of the low cost, high efficacy and 
safety of CAM presented in this review are encouraged to study Dean 
Ornish cure for coronary heart disease. It was this well-documented 
CAM cure for a serious disease that made us believe in the potentials 
of CAM [21,22]. 

We have seen that the 10 different types of evidence-based medicine 
have very different profiles when it comes to efficacy, cost pr. cured 
patient, cost per QALY, cost per HALY, and cost in harm on patients. In 
general chemical medicine, biomedicine as well as CAM, is expensive 
and harmful in the long run, while CAM i.e. massage therapy and 
psychotherapy is safe. 

The best types of CAM, like mind-body medicine, holistic mind-
body medicine (i.e. the classical Hippocratic medicine, often called 
clinical holistic medicine/CHM) are 50.000 times less harmful and 
100 times more efficient in producing health and happiness (quality of 
life). The cost of one cured chronic patient is about 1,000,000€ with 
pharmaceutical drugs and 100,000€ or less with the efficient types of 
CAM. 

Surprisingly we find pre-modern medicine-shamanism-to win the 
race in the end. While the drugs used often have some rare adverse 
effects, the efficacy of traditional one-session healing might make 
shamanistic medicine the cheapest, safest and most effective in the end. 
While I do not advocate the back-propagation to pre-modern times, I 
find it very interesting that such a medicine exists, inspiring us all to 
continue our quest for a still better medicine.
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